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By Mary Blake

Paying
to park
puzzling

There appears to be some confusion among the nearly
100 students with medical disability parking slips over
parking privileges in metered lots.
Students with physical disabilities have been assigned to
park in specified metered and faculty-staff lots if they have
a special permit.
In the past, some students with permits were not
required to feed the meters. Recently, however they have
been finding tickets on their cars. Parking Services has
reportedly refused to revoke the violations, as they have
done in the past.
OTHER STUDENTS have always thought they had to
pay...until meter maidf told them otherwise this quarter.
According to Robert Ott, Director of Parking Services,
students with the special stickers are required to feed the
meters. If they fail to do so, they receive a ticket.
"This policy has been in effect as long as I've known,"
said Ott. "We have not changed it recently."
Meg Crossgrove, sophomore (BA), has a medical

disability slip but never had to pay for metered parking In
her two years here until early last week. She received three
tickets in three days for meter violations.
"I ASSUMED it was a mistake and asked a meter maid
about it. She told me she had orders to ticket all cars, including those with medical disability slips," said Mrs.
Crossgrove.
"I realize that parking space is limited, but I fall to see
how Parking Services expects to solve their problems by
penalizing students who are unable to walk long distances,"
she said.
"The privilege of being allowed to park near buildings
where my classes are held is appreciated and the personnel
at Parking Services have been most cooperative. I
wouldn't even mind paying a small monthly fee, but now it
will cost me somewhere between $70-1100 per year," she
added.
CHARLES WOLPH, Junior, (BA) also has a medical
disability sticker and said he always fed the meters.
He assumed he had to pay until this quarter when a

meter maid told him there was no official policy, but that
the general decision was not to ticket cars with medical
permits.
Now he does not feed the meters, but he hasn't been
ticketed.
Wolph feels these people shouldn't have to pay the
meters. "Those who have disabilities are being penalized
for something they can't control," he said.
WHEN INGHRAM MILURON, director of auxiliary
services, was asked about the meter problem he first said
those with medical slips weren't required to feed the
meters. But then, after checking, he said they would be
ticketed if they failed to pay. Finally, he reported that the
ultimate word rested with Ott.
In order to obtain the special permit, a student must get
a statement from the Health Center, signed by a doctor,
that describes the extent of the student's needs.
This must be presented to the Parking Services
Department with a copy of the student's class schedule, and
specific parking lots are then assigned which are closest to
the student's classes.
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hail voyage as most successful

Apollo astronauts land safely
ABOARD THE USS NI5W ORLEANS
(AP) - The Apollo 14 astronauts splashed
safely into the South Facific yesterday,
back from the moon with man's most
important lunar treasure.
Astronauts Alan B. Shepard Jr.
Stuart A. Roosa and Edgar D. Mitchell
returned to earth with scientists already
hailing their nine-day, 1.15 million mile
lunar voyage as the most successful of
man's three moon landings.
"We're all fine in here," said Shepard,
seconds after the crafl hit the water.
"Welcome home," the carrier
radioed.
"Thank you, sir," came the quick
reply.
THREE HUGE ORANGE and white

parachutes blossomed within sight of this
prime recovery ship and the spacecraft
dropped smoothly toward the warm
Polynesian waters.
Shepard and Mitchell were back from
a 334-hour visit to the moon, a visit that
will provide data to science for years.
While there, they set up an atomicpowered science station which is already
giving out information. They also
gathered geologically valuable rocks.
Helicopters were deployed to bring
the astronauts to the recovery ship.
Shepard said in a news conference
from space that the mission was "a
smashing success" and scientists on
earth agreed.

In R. Scherer, director of Apollo
lunar exploration, said, "We are extremely pleased with the scientific Job
they did."
Although Shepard and Mitchell failed
to reach the rim of a wide, deep crater as
planned, scientists said they apparently
came close enough.
THE MOONWALKERS collected 96
pounds of rock which may include
samples dating from the very birth of the
moon 4.6 billion years ago. They
gathered the rocks from the Pra Mauro
highland region that may have been
blasted from the moon's bedrock by the
impact of some ancient meterorite.
More than 100 scientists will receive

the rock samples, and the studies of the
age, composition and magnetic
properties of the material should give
clues as to how the moon and perhaps the
solar system itself was formed.
The astronauts also set up a moon
science station, which is already sending
valuable date to earth. Scientists have so
far received hours of readings from a
seismometer left at Fra Mauro. An observatory has already bounced a laser
beam off of a reflector set up on the
moon by Shepard and Mitchell.
In a brief news report yesterday,
Mission Control told the astronauts of an
earthquake which smashed buildings and
highways in the Los Angeles area.
"Sounds like the San Andreas fault is

kicking up again," said Shepard.
THE EARTHQUAKE ALSO broke
communications briefly with four
stations tracking the astronauts toward
their splashdown.
The stations affected were Hawaii,
Guam and Canberra and Carnarvon in
Australia. Communications were
resumed within five minutes when
telephone circuits were rerouted.
The astronauts face 18 days of
isolation on earth. They will ride in the
mobile quarantine facility, a trailer-like
isolation van, halfway around the world
and then go into another isolation facility
at the Lunar Receiving Laboratory at the
Space Center near Houston.

The isolation is to protect the earth
from any germs the astronauts may have
contracted while on the moon. No such
germs were found during the moon
landings of Apollo 11 and Apollo 12, but
scientists fear the moon highlands where
Apollo 14 landed may harbor bacteria not
found on the flat lunar plains where the
other two landings were made.
The rocks will also go into quarantine
at the Space Center. Scientists there will
open the boxes and bags containing the
moon material in chambers sealed
against the outer world.
Bits of the material will be exposed to
mice, cockroaches, shrimp and other
animals to determine if it has any
dangerous effect on earth creatures.

Rock fest plans
still in abeyance
By John Lake
Staff Reporter
Pending a decision from the State
Attorney General's Office, former
University student Craig Taliaferro's
plans for a rock concert are still postponed indefinitely.
The concert, which would have been
staged to fund a drug help center, may
not be held on campus because the
Student Code does not provide for any
benefit concert held on campus for an offcampus organization, even if sponsored
by an on-campus organization.
Taliaferro, who revealed the results of
his meeting with University President
Hollis Moore yesterday afternoon, said
that the Administration is being unfair in
this case.
"The greeks have always gotten by
with staging events for off-campus
charities" he said.
THE GROUP which would have
performed in the concert would have
included the James Gang, Rail, The
iMoey Tunes, and a possibility of Joan
Baez appearing.
Despite the setback, Taliaferro still
plans to open the drug center around the
third week of February or the first week
of March.
"The center will need money to
operate, ana the concert would have been
the best way to raise it," Taliaferro said.
We will open the center even if we have to

rely on donations or go to other campuses
to raise money."
According to Taliaferro, Bowling
Green is the only college community in
the state and one of the 10 or IS college
communities in the nation without a drug
help center.
The program of the drug center is
threefold. It provides for a twenty-four
hour center open to anyone needing help.
The center will produce films and
pamphlets to deal with treatment of the
drug problem, and group sensitivity
sessions will be offered.
THE SECOND phase of the program
calls for the establishment of a 24-hour,
seven-day-a-week phone service dealing
exclusively with drug problems.
Finally, the center will provide for a
speakers bureau to educate both students
and townspeople about the drug situation
in the community.
Taliaferro declined to reveal exactly
where the drug center will be located
because of potential trouble with the
landlord.
"You know how it is," he explained.
"The word gets around that we're going
to open a 'drug center' and the landlord
says no."
Taliaferro claims that he has received
support for the concert and the drug
center from both members of the community and various University

Today-

Black Cuffure Week
10-12 a.m., 2 - 4 p.m. - Discussions: "Dimensions of Blackness," Pat
Dailey and Jan Douglas, Amani.

4 -6 p.m. - "ASession", Music, Inc., Amani.
8 p.m. - Concert: Roberta Flack and Music, Inc., Grand Ballroom.
Reception, Amani.

organizations, such as the UAO and the
Student Activities Organization.
"THE ONLY people who have opposed us so far are some administrators,
especially those in the athletic department, and Dr. Bond," he said.
Following his conference with
President Moore, Taliaferro said that the
President appears sympathetic with his
cause, and has been very cooperative.
"He (Moore) admits to being uninformed on the community drug
problem," said Taliaferro. "He feels
that our center should receive the support of the University, but in the case of
our concert he claims he is powerless to
help."

N.wMtat. hjr Mwcy La

THE ARTHUR HALL Dance Ensemble performed Monday evening in the Grand
Ballroom as a part of Black Culture Week.

Earthquake rocks Southern California
LOS ANGELES (AP) - A powerful
earthquake shook Southern California at
dawn yesterday, causing at least 12
deaths, injuring scores and damaging
hospital buildings, highways, bridges
and other facilities.
Gov. Ronald Reagan, in declaring Los
Angeles County a disaster area, said he
understood 16 persons had died - two of
them victims of heart seizures.
Reagan also announced that 250,000
persons were being evacuated because of
damage to an earth-fill dam that holds
the city's largest store of water.
President Nixon also declared a
major disaster for the area.
The 8:01 am. shock hit hardest at
hospital buildings in the heavily
populated San Fernando Valley just 10
miles from the quake center in the San
Gabriel Mountains.
AUTHORITIES SAID seven bodies
were found at the Veterans
Administration Hospital In Sylmar, where
two old buildings were leveled.
Fifty-four persons were reported
unaccounted for by authorities. Officials
emphasized this did not mean they
necessarily were victims.
Three others were killed at Olive View
Sanitarium, a new 823-million complex a
mile away. Walls collapsed there.
One run was killed In the collapse of a
Los Angeles skid row mission and

another was crushed by a falling freeway
bridge.
Seismologists placed the quake's
center 26 miles northwest of downtown
Los Angeles and blamed the San Gabriel
fault, a boomerang-shaped crack in the
earth.
THE JOLTING FIRST shock,
followed by literally hundreds of smaller
aftershocks, struck hardest at the Los
Angeles commuting area in the San
Fernando Valley, with a population of 1.3

million.
Also seriously hit were the towns of
Newhall and Saugus, with an area
population of 70,000, also within 10 miles
of the center.
The earth-fill dam of Van Norman
Lake at the valley's west end suffered
vertical cracks and some leaking of its
6.7 billion gallons of water, the city's
largest store. Hundreds of families were
evacuated and officials began draining
the lake.
The county's nearly seven million

residents were asleep or preparing for
the day when the shock came - sudden
shakes for those close, a strong rolling
motion for those more distant.
Indescribable confusion ensued.
Residents awoke to find their beds
tossing like ships at sea.
Windows shattered, furniture flipped
over, chimneys crumbled, pictures on
walls and dishes on shelves crashed,
roads were torn and crumpled, bridges
collapsed.

icemen get prison terms
Three Bowling Green police officers
were sentenced to one to IS years in
prison by Common Pleas Judge Floyd A.
Coller when they appeared in court
Monday to be rearraigned.
Before handing down the sentences,
Judge Coller revoked his action of last
week in which he set aside the guilty
pleas of patrolmen Thomas and Ronald
Woodbury and auxiliary James Falls.
M. Shad Hanna, attorney for the
three, said he would appeal the sentences
on the grounds of double jeopardy and
violation of due process.
Ronald Woodbury was sentenced to
one to IS years in the Mansfield Refor-

matory for receiving and concealing
stolen property. His brother Thomas was
sentenced to one to IS years in the Ohio
Penitentiary and Falls to one to IS years
in the Mansfield Reformatory, each on
charges of breaking and entering.
The three also face six other similar
charges, but had pleaded guilty on Jan. 4
to only one charge each.
Judge Coller set aside those guilty
pleas on Feb. 1, after Lt.. Matthew
Brichta's attorney, Joseph DaPore,
accused Coller and County Prosecutor
Dan Spltler of promising Hanna' a
specific sentence for the three men in
return for statements that would connect

Lt. Brichta to an alleged police burglary
ring.
Lt. Brichta is charged with breaking
and entering and has pleaded not guilty.
In setting aside the guilty pleas last
week the Judge said the pleas were apparently based on a misunderstanding by
their attorney. Coller said he had entered
into "no agreement" and would not
guarantee any person a certain sentence
before they appeared in court.
Monday, however, Coller announced
that his action in setting aside the guilty
pleas was revoked, and sentences were
pronounced on the original pleasof guilty.
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the influence of technology

revenue-sharing
President Nixon's pet proposal in his "new revolution"
revenue-sharing, Is a much more dangerous idea than
what tlrst meets the eye.
Revenue-sharing would dump $5 billion In a pot to be
divided upamong the SO states on a formula based on
population and the states' revenue-raising efforts.
These revenue-raising efforts art the ratios of all
money raised by the states and their local governments
through the various taxes to the personal income in the
states-that is, the ratio of taxes raised in a state to the
potential of the state's citizens to pay.
The reason for using this ratio Is to provide an Incentive
to the states to maintain their efforts to use their own tax
resources.
So Ohio would get $212.5 million in general revenues
while Michigan, with almost 2 million fewer people than
Ohio, will get more money S229 million. Michigan gets
more because it has been raising more money through its
own taxes.
In plain terms, the rich get richer. About half of the
states' portion of the money is to be divided up among
county, township and city governments.
Under one plan, each local government's share is based
on how much money it raises locally compared with other
local governments in the state.
Under another, the states are encouraged to work out
with their local governments a "mutually acceptable"
formula for passing the money down.
To make soch encouragement work, a tried and true
capitalistic motive is tossed in-if a state decides not to use
the latter plan, It gets only 90 per cent of the revenues
earmarked for It.
This will Inevitably produce heated rivalries within a
state between large cities, small towns townships and
counties for their share of the money. In Ohio this could
mean a loss of $21.2 million In the first year.
But a more frightening aspect of this money dumping,
on both the state and local levels, is the no-strings-attached
idea of Nixon's new federalism. The administration has
expressed utmost faith in local governments' ability to be
progress-minded, equitable and efficient with their
money.
Unfortunately, however, qualifications like,,equal
employment opportunities, which have to be met before a
federal grant is awarded, are often the only things that
keep certain local governments from misusing the funds.
There are still enough corrupt city halls and racist
administrations around to make one, shudder at the
thought of letting local and state governments do what
they want with such large sums of money.

(Edltor'i note: Aothoiy Wayne Eafland (PhD), at 27, if the yeaBfett of the NASA
aitronauU. He was a graduate fellow at the Massachasetts Institute of Tech—lop
for the three yean Immediately precedtag bii asslgamest to NASA.
Raglend wrote thli column in respome to a request by University Seniors James
Gullford and Cralg Covanlt (BA), aad It Is addressed to the students and faculty af
Bowling Green State University.)
By Anthony W. England
NASA Astronaut
It Is becoming increasingly apparent that the earth's biosphere, that region which
supports life, is fragile and cannot absorb abuse on an unlimited scale. We hear often
the horror stories of DDT Innocently applied to inland fields being washed to sea and
poisoning all sea life, of the death of Lake Erie, of polluted rivers that catch fire, and
of air so dirty that plants, birds and people die.
The cause Is the imprudent application of technology.
A good knee-jerk response would be to reduce the emphasis on technology and
limit industrialization. The argument is that a technologically-based system of industry and agriculture, by its nature, causes deterioration of the environment. The
United States, with only six per cent of the world's population, generates and consumes over one-third of the inanimate energy working for man's benefit.
In spite of the sneers of some, we all bathe generously in the benefits-benefits
which are the envy, and the ultimate objective, of the rest of the world. As the socalled Third-World developes, the additional impact of their Industry on the world
environment could be devastating.
If the U.S. now threatens the biosphere, one can imagine the impending disaster of
an unenlightened application of technology by the other 94 per cent of the world's
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'How Many Times Do You Yankees Have To Be Told
Not To Fish In Our Waters?'

A new opportunity for learning is going to be offered to Bowling Green students
next quarter. A new course, Arts & Sciences 300, entitled Technology Assessment will
investigate environmentalproblems. Although the course is to be offered through the
chemistry department, instructors will be from various areas so that Ideas will be
considered from a sociological, philosophical, legal, and scientific viewpoint. There
are no prerequisites for the course, only a feeling of concern about the environment.
Since it is not a technical course and its purpose is as an information media only,
the course will be offered on an S-U basis. Students will be asked to read various
articles on subjects such as the power shortage, the transportation problem, the
population explosion, and pollution and then to summarize their opinions In a one page
paper. These papers will be used to divide students into groups to further investigate
and finally to prepart a 10-15 page paper collectively. It is not to be an easy 3 hour
credit, but Is intended to attract the student concerned about the environment, who
wants to know more about the problems the earth is facing, and who wants his
education to be relevant to the world he lives In.
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people.
The real solution is to learn to control the side effects of industry. For example,
there Is much talk of thermal pollution of salmon streams from hot-water ef flu vient of
nuclear reactors.
Hot water dumped In a salmon breeding ground is pollution, but free hot water to
heat a city in February is a godsend.
We needn't tolerate filthy lakes and dirty air. These are products of industry's
sloventyness and can be eliminated. However, there is no way the earth's 3.5 billion
people could consume power and resources at the rate Americans do without effecting
changes in the environment.
There Is an end to the fossil fuels, coal and oil, and to the concentrated mineral
deposits; heat is always a by-product of energy consumption; and growing
populations erase open lands and challenge food supplies.
The problems are great, both technically and politically. But in their solution lies
mankind's hope for a good Earth.
I argue for comprehensive studies of each element of the biosphere. Man is
altering and will continue to alter the environment and had better appreciate all the
interrelated effects. As a start, one must monitor the earth's atmosphere, its ocean
temperatures and currents, its polar ice caps, its agriculture and forestry, and map
Its mineral wealth.
That Is, a continuing inventory of the earth's resources must be taken if we ever
hope to manage those resources intelligently.
The Aerospace industry has unique capabilities for this task and NASA accepts
this Inventory as one of its challenges for the 1970's. Aircraft and space stations
provide unrivalled platforms for synoptic remote sensing. We are far from understanding the dynamical interrelations of the environment.
However, using unmanned earth satellites we already obtain daily world cloud
patterns, we have demonstrated an ability to measure air and sea temperatures, and
we are learning to measure relative humidity. Pictures from Gemini and Apollo have
been used for photogeological mapping of several regions of the United States and of
the Middle East
Sensors flown in aircraft show that it is possible to remotely recognize the types,
the maturity and the health of crops. During five months of 1973 the United States will
man a prototype space station called Skylab.
Among the experimental hardware is a set of sensors called the Earth Resources
Experimental Package. During 1974 and 1975, NASA will orbit two unmanned Earth
Resources Technology Satellites, or ERTS. The Skylab and F.RTS package are
precursors to a permanent set of operational earth resources satellites.
With tools such as these it is possible that man will evolve from the exploitation to
the management of the earth's resources. In this lies the future of an Earth worth
living upon.

It is with regret that I write to you
about my recent experience on a visit to
the Placement Center of our illustrious
University. I had an appointment with a
Mr, James L. Galloway, Director of
Placement on Feb 1, 1971 at 3 p.m. On
being brought to the presence of Mr.
Galloway I proceeded to inform him that
I was a foreign student from India and
that I was graduating in June 1971 and I
wished to get a Job in a marketing
company as that was my major.
The procedure I believe is that a file
h» opened in your name so that you
could sign up for interviews with
representatives of firms looking for
prospective employees.
Would you
believe my surprise when Mr. Galloway
point blank refused to open a file in my
name so that I could have this one chance
of getting a job.
His reason was that I was an international student on a F-l visa which
would limit me to work for 18 months at a
maximum.
Therefore no American
would employ me. Granted this might be
true, but I feel that at least I should be
given a chance. He felt that I would be
wasting his time and the interviewers

time and also I would be taking the place
of an American who could have applied
for the interview.
He even went so far as to say why
didn't I go home. Mr. Editor, I haven't
come 11,000 miles from home to be insulted in this way. I consider the training
that I would get working in a business
firm as an essential part in rounding off
my education. I am sure you readers will
agree with me about this great injustice
being done to international students.
Sevinder Singh
320 Anderson

ur man hoppe-

buying of a president
By Arthur Hoppe
NattoaalCelumalst
Well, there goes Franco-American friendship. It's the fault
of our rotten system of selling ambassadorships. The whole
thing's a scandal to the Jaybirds.
A list of the big donors In the 1988 campaign has just been
published. It shows that Arthur K. Watson, who gave $49,000 to
the Republican cause, was appointed our Ambassador to
France by Mr. Nixon, while Gullford Dudley, Jr. who donated
$52,000 to the same cause, was named our Ambassador to
Denmark.
You can imagine how the French felt on learning we'd sent
them a cut-rate Ambassador who was $3000 cheaper than the
one we sent the Danes. It's a good thing General De Gaulle
didn't live to see the day.
Our only defense Is to confess the sad and incredible truth:
when it comes to selling high Government positions to big
j-gmpalgn contributors, the Nixon Administration, like all
previous Administrations, is unbelievably disorganized.
Selling ambassadorships Is, of course, a cherished
American heritage-cherished particularly by all Presidential
candidates. Nor can the results necessarily be faulted. For all
we know, Mr. Watson amy even be able to apeak French and
Mr. Dudley might possibly be fluent in Danish. Or vice versa.
What is scandalous is the total lack of organization in this
otherwise businesslike system.
It may shock you to learn, for example, that no Presidential
candidate over the years has ever compiled a Job opportunities
list-one that clearly states exactly what ambassadorships are
being offered for sale and precisely what they cost.
A fixed price would seem rudimentary. The dignity of the
office precludes haggUng between a potential Amhanartnr and

a potential President. But there's no reason discreet notices
couldn't be placed in the help wanted columns to stimulate
inquiries:
"Ambass. to Mbonga open. Good sal. Palatial res.,
limousine, flags and staff provided. Prestige guaranteed.
Investment required: $85,500."
But the haphazard way it is now, a contributor donates
$65,500 and, if his candidate wins, writes: "Dear Mr.
President: Congratulations! I hope my $65,500 helped in some
small way. As I mentioned, I've long been interested in
Mbonga and its importance to Mbongan-American relations."
So he gets the job and discovers our new Ambassador to the
Riviera coughed up only $47,300. Think of the ill win and the
back-biting. No wonder our foreign policy Is in such a mess.
Moreover, in these days of rising campaign costs,
desperate candidates are losing millions through the present
disorderly system.
For one thing, they tend to sell only ambassadorships. But
If it's acceptable to sell ambassadorships, why on earth can't
they sell the thousands of other high Government Jobs
available to any new Administration?
Surely the Secretary of State carries ten times the prestige
of an Ambassador. I don't know what, if anything, Mr. William
P. Rogers contributed to Mr. Nixon's campaign. But if he got
that Cabinet post for less than half a million, he got it for a
steal.
The system, then, must be put on a businesslike basis. In
these perilous times when wars can break out anywhere we
simply cant afford cut-rate diplomats in our first line of
defense.
In our democracy, we are entitled to the very best men to
represent us at home and abroad-and the most organized and
businesslike President their money can buy.
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Gilligan, Agnew differ on revenues
Gilligan calls plan
totally inadequate
campaign trail was not
COLUMBUS (AP) - Gov.
John J. Gilligan yesterday
there."
said Vice President Spiro T.
Gilligan said even Agnew
admitted the special revenue
Agnew's hard-sell on federal
program had not been firmed
revenue sharing has failed to
up yet. He noted Agnew said
convince him of the program's
validity.
no state would lose federal
funds under any sharing plan.
"It is obviously wholly,
"That may be," Gilligan
totally inadequate," Gilligan
said, "but what about difsaid of the $16 billion proposal
ferent program elements?"
envisioned by President
Gilligan voiced fears that
Nixon.
Gilligan made his comfunds now earmarked for
ments an hour after Agnew. urban renewal projects and
the Appalachian Regional
had told a panel of news
Commission could be chanexecutives that the program
neled
elsewhere
by
was "a substantial beginlegislatures if they see fit.
ning." Agnew said he thought
he had reassured Gilligan of
his doubts about the program
during a closed meeting
Monday.
"I don't know what he
means
by
reassured,"
Gilligan told a news conference. "I'm for getting all
LOS ANGELES (AP) the help we can get, and I'll Susan Atkins, convicted with
take it. But I feel we are going two other young women and
Charles Manson in the Sharon
to have to do better."
Gilligan said Agnew ap- Tate murders, took the witpeared knowledgeable about ness stand in a surprise move
the $5 billion general revenue yesterday and said she was
increase in the program, but involved in the killings.
Her attorney, Dave Shinn,
that the remaining 111 billion
special revenue section was asked: "Were you personally
"still shrouded in mystery." involved in the killings at the
"The vice president either Tate home on Aug. 9, 1989?"
didn't know or was not able to
"Yes," replied the slim,
explain it," Gilligan added. dark-haired member of
Gilligan, who entertained Manson's hippie-type clan.
She appeared at the
Agnew at the governor's
mansion Monday night, said penalty phase of the trial,
he found him a "very where the Jury which convicted the defendants decides
congenial, very warm person.
It was pleasant to be with the penalty - life imprisonment or death in the gas
him."
During his campaign, chamber.
None of the defendants
Gilligan often ridiculed
Agnew. Reminded of that by a testified during the regular
newsman, Gilligan replied:
trial although Manson took the
"The purple prose we had stand once with jury out of the
become accustomed to on the courtroom.

WM Project brings government
back to the people-Agnew

tim

Susan Atkins
admits guilt

in Tate killing

Laos invasion sparks
Antioch studont striko
YEIJ.OW SPRINGS. O.Anttoch College has voted to
go on strike today to protest
the invasion of Laos.
About SOO members of the
Antioch Community voted to
close the school in an effort to
spark other campuses to
action,
said
Jonathan
Buckter, editor of the Antioch
student newspaper.
He said he thought the
campus would probably be
closed at least until the
weekend. He said by calling
the day a strike, the campus
hoped to spark other colleges
to action.

Ntw |an iro.p
open M|ai.MMt
on tawp.s today
A Jam group calling
themselves "Music inc." will
be at the University today
through Saturday.
They will appear today at 1
p.m. in the Main Auditorium
of University Hall, at 4 p.m. in
the Amani, and at t p.m. In
Concert with Roberta Flack.
The group comes from New
York, and is being sponsored
by the Music Department in
conjunction with Black Culture
Week.

Schools in Boston and
Baltimore were reported to
have had organizational
meetings Monday night, but
no other strikes have been
definitely set, Buchter said.
The strike will be used to
redirect the educational activities of the college for the
day, according to Buchter.
Workshops on topics like
the history of Southeast Asia,
black liberation and the oppression of women will be held
Wednesday instead of classes,
he said.
Students are also expected
to participate in a protest
march in downtown Dayton,
oe said, and the strikers hope
other regional marches will be
formed.
Buchter said the Antioch
Community which, is made up
of students, faculty, administrators and workers,
from the college will vote
again tonight to extend the
strike.
About 90 percent of the
faculty is against the war and
supports the strike.

M.wi,h.l. by J.D. Fl.dl.r

VICE PRESIDENT Spiro T. Agnew explained elements of President
Nixon's new revenue sharing program to news executives in
Columbus yesterday.
He called the program a "substantial
beginning."

Recycling wave hits,
aims to cut pollution
' i
ByLoulseCook
Associated Press Writer
Don't look now, but
yesterday's empty soda bottle
may be part of tomorrow's
light bulb
i
Empty bottles and cans,
old newspapers and all sorts of
other trash are being recycled
into use instead of being
dumped and polluting the
eirAronment.
An
Associated
Press
survey showed the collection
and recycling of trash is being
carried on with increasing
frequency across the county
by government agencies,
citizen's groups and large
corporations. All have the
same aims: cut down pollution
and
conserve
natural
resources.
The efforts range from a
city-wide Recycling Day in
New York to a bimonthly
"Beer-Can Stomp" at the
University of Utah to a blackowned
and
operated
newspaper recycling plant in
a poor area of Chicago.
Empty bottles are one of
the most common targets of
recycling
The Coca-Cola Bottling Co.
of New York announced
yesterday that, starting
March 20, it will open 17
company plants in New York
City for five hours every
Saturday to reclaim bottles
and cans, paying a nickel for

would bury the plant."
The Owens-Illinois Inc.,
plant in Brockport, N.Y.,
reported it has collected
1,115,683 pounds of used
bottles since it started a
collection drive April 8. It paid
one cent a pound and reused
the bottles in new glass.
A group of Wauseon, Ohio
sixth graders held a threemonth bottle collection drive
and sold the 6,642 bottlers they
gathered to the Owens-Illinois
glass collection center at Ann
Arbor, Mich. They took the
116.61 they received - half a
cent per pound - and sent a
check to President Nixon
asking that the money be
earmarked for "improving
and preserving the environment."

Coke bottles and half a cent
for other bottles and cans. The
Coke bottles will be reused
and the other bottles and cans
will be melted down and
recycled.
„ The General Electric plant
in Providence, R.I. collects all
types of bottles and recycles
the glass for use in the metal
base of light bulbs. The
company pays f 15 a ton and
material manager Robert
Murphy said he has to turn
away some contributions.
"If I ever took all the glass
offered," said Murphy, "it

Snowball battl.
briigs 4 arrests
oi O.U. campes

National Leadership
Methods

ATHENS, Ohio (AP) "Just a snowball fight," was
what police termed a massive
snowball battle that erupted
on the Ohio University
campus
Monday
night,
bringing the arrests of four
students on disorderly conduct
charges.
Authorities, as well as
school officials, said there
were no indications of a
political motive or protest In
connection with the spirited
snowball
battle,
which
brought out police in riot gear.
Chief Charles Cochran
ordered the crowd to disperse
about 8:30 p.m. After that
students began to leave.

Black
Culture"

Four black men from the
business and professional
world will be the speakers in a
series of five symposiums
tomorrow and Friday at the
University.
The speakers Include Dr.
Nathan Hare, publisher of
"Black Scholar" magazine;
Dr.
Y.
Ben-Jochannan,
chairman of the African
Studies
Department
of
Harlem Preparatory School,
Samuel F. Yette, Newsweek
correspondent, and
Dr.
Joseph W. Scott, director of
black studies at Notre Dame
University.
Dr. Hare holds the distinction of being the first man to
be hired, and fired, as director
of an ethnic studies program
at a university. He authored
the book "The Black AngloSazons," released in 1965, and
is currently completing a

second
book on
black
America.
Dr. Ben-Jochannan la a
visiting professor at several
New York universities. He Is
also the author of two books.
In addition to his journalistic work, Yette was an
officer of public affairs and
special assistant to the
director of the Office of
KconomicOpportuity. He has
also held posts on Ebony
magazine and the Information
Bureau of the Tuskegoe Institute
Dr. Joseph Scott has been a
professor and lecturer at the
University of Kentucky,
Michigan State, the University of Toledo, as well as at
Notre Dame.
All four men will appear In
the symposiums, which will be
held In the "Amani."

ATTENTION
GEOGRAPHY MAJORS!!
Gamma Thmta Upsilon
Founder's Dinner
Feb. 19 — 7 p.m. B,G. Women's Club
J2.50 Per Person

WKAT rou

Call 372-2151
for Information
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He called South Vietnamese a more "justifiable
activity."
"I don't think they need to
justify going Into a country to
stop an enemy from coming
down a known supply route
trying to attack them," he
added.
Agnew,
asked
what
message he could give youths,
said "I would have to say we
have the most responsive
system in the world."
He said the nation has
some extremely talented
young people, but some of
them are impatient.
"Impatience, " he added,
"is something I do not think
we should cater to."
Agnew said he also felt
students in college should first
be concerned about getting an
education rather than being
political activiusts.
"Some of the things they
are saying have been said
hundreds of times before," he
said of the radicals. "They
have been looked Into before
and discarded.

March 4, 5, 6,

OMINO'S PIZZA
352-5221
LEON iHOMrtS
fir THE PRESIDENTS
IN CONCERT
Bowling Green State University. BG
Priday, Feb. 12 8:00pm Memorial Hall
TICKliTS:
S3.00 in advance S4.00 at the door
Tickets on sale at the union ticket
office and at the door on the night of
performance

technically nor mechanically
the way the governor would
like it.
"I think his attitude was
understandable," Agnew said.
"I didn't find Mm hostile."
Gilligan has said he would
favor federal tax credits to the
states rather than Nixon's
proposal. "Ta: redits would
take three to four years,"
Agnew said. "We can't wait
three to four years."
On other topics, Agnew
said he felt President Nixon
was doing all he could to wind
down the war in Southeast
Asia. He said he was "confused, however" by some
people's attitudes over South
Vietnamese ground troops in
Laos
"Doesn't it seem a little bit
ridiculous to talk about Invading when North Vietnamese have been there for
five years?" he asked.
"The real aggressions in
Southeast Asia come from the
Communists and not the
Asians who are trying to
defend themselves," he said.

R....»oiion. By F.b. 12 T. Any C.T.U. Ofllc.f

Les McCann

'A Week Of

COLUMBUS
(AP)-Vice
President Spiro T. Agnew said
yesterday that the Nixon
administration's 116 billion
revenue-sharing proposal is
the beginning of a project to
bring the government back to
the people.
Agnew, questioned by a
panel of newpaper, radio and
television executives, also
said that he doesn't believe the
threat of communism advancing
through
Asian
countries is as serious as it
once was.
The vice president said he
does not feel tht old domino
theory-that If one country
(alls, others will follow-still
holds.
Economic growth of a
"free Asia" has weakened the
theory, he said.
"We have a strong,
developing Southeast Asia,"
he said.
Agnew said the exonomic
growth of Japan la stimulating
financial growth of other
countries in free Asia.
"I don't think it-the
domino theory-la as much of a
worry as it used to be," he said.
"Giant economic strides have
been made by free nations of
Asia."
Agnew answered questions
for an hour before heading
back to Washington, ending a
two-day selling trip to Ohio for
President Nixon's revenue
sharing proposal.
On the revenue sharing
plan, Agnew said he considered the proposal a
beginning, "a very substantial
beginning." He said the plan
would favor states "with ■ a
higher tax effort."
c»
"Ohio," be said, "will have
to make a substantial effort of
its win." Gilligan, he said,
understood that aspect and
was trying to do something
about It.
Gilligan scheduled a noon
news conference to comment
on revenue sharing as outlined
by Agnew. Last Friday, he
termed Nixon's plan "a multibillion-dollar shell game."
Agnew said ha felt his
closed-door session with
Gilligan and his cabinet left
the governor "somewhat
reassured."
"I think he felt it was an
improvement over nothing,"
the vice president said. He
said it was possibly not

*»■•»
»■»•
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S. Viets sweep up caches in Laos
SAIGON (AP) - A Suutti
Vietnameae armored column
drove across the Ho CM Minh
trail In southern Laos
yesterday sweeping up sizable
ammunition caches left by
hurriedly retreating North
Vietnamese.
While the push into Laos
met only light ground
resistance and harassing
shelling attacks, a parallel
drive by 20,000 South Vietnamese troops in Cambodia
ran into stiff opposition.
North Vietnamese troops
launched three heavy attacks

on the edge of the rubber
plantation town of Snuol, five
miles Inside Cambodia and
about 90 miles north of Saigon.
South
Vietnamese
headquarters said 73 North
Vietnamese were killed with
the help of U.S. air strikes,
while Saigon's losses were 10
killed and 12 wounded.
This raised to 407 the
number of North Vietnamese
reported killed In the Cambodian phase of the operation
in the past week, while South
Vietnamese losses now total 49
killed and 203 wounded, a

NOW
SHOWING

spokesman said.
On the Laotian front 300
miles to the north, a South
Vietnamese field commander
said he expected his troops
during the next 10 days to push
along Route 9 as far as they
could toward Savannakhet,
12S miles across the Laotian
panhandle on the border
between Laos and Thailand.
He did not say Just how far his
troops would try to go,
however.
The lead South Vietnamese
units were reported 12 miles
inside Laos, meeting light
contact with the enemy as

TO
DO
TODaY

at 7 and 9:30
Sat. & Sun. Mat
at 2 and 4:30
When hs was good, hs wos very
good. And when he was bad..
Hs was murder

POETRY READING

id5

Dr. Janis Paliister will
read her poems at 3 p.m. In
Room 115, Life Science Bldg.
Public is Invited.

JOSEPH I MANKIEWICZ'
PRODUCTION

BIOLOGY SEMINAR

WHN

n

Dr. Dickson Despommier,
Medical CoUege of Ohio, will
speak at 4 p.m. in Room 112,
I .iff Science Bldg. Topic is
"Characterization of a Participate Antigen Fraction
from Trichinella Splralls
Larvae."

crooked
man-.
^k.
ECHNiCOlOR* • PANAVISION" ■KsJwflcmgiy

STAtMVM

STARTS TODAYI

Exclusive
Extended
Area Run!

Bowling Green Ohio

Wed. Tims. Fri. -Feb. 10,11,12

Box Office Open — 5PM

they advanced toward the
town of Sepone, 25 miles from
the border. Sepone is s main
North Vietnamese transhipment point and base area,
but the town was said to be
virtually deserted.
South
Vietnamese
headquarters said 10 of its
troops were killed and 44
wounded Monday, the opening
day of the drive.
This Included six killed
along with four American
crewmen when enemy gunners shot down a U.S.
helicopter.
Known enemy losses were

- Feotures - at 5:25, 7:35, 9:40

Sat & Sun. Matinee — ot 2:05, 3:45, 5:30

3 SHOWS FOR YO

By Hark L. Rioteen

64 French
river.
IS Hubble.
la". Moroccan
coin.
1.7 — the mark.
(18 Atelier
equipment.
U9 ICxrept.

ACROSS

14 killed, a spokesman said.
The push along Route 9 was
moving slowly
because
bulldozers had to rebuild the
highway.
It was battered
from months of U.S. bombing
in many places and was
covered with dense brush in
others. A spokesman said the
advancing troops also were
searching carefully as they
moved.
While the main column
moved along Route 9, other
South Vietnamese troops
fanned out three to five miles
to the north and south of the
highway.

I Trade.
i I 'ill. game.
Dished out
dough.

American
river.
Blockhead.
Spanish
river.
t'nltes.
Stir up.
I'itlsblirgli

4 I'uuling
problems.
I Hollywood
bigwig.
8 Idolize.

28
29
30
31
32
35

7 Borders.
8 Pedal digit.
9 Impassive.

10 Cotton
fabrics.
11 l-eigh Hunt
hero.

38
40
43

12 Garden
bloom.
13 Simpleton.
21 Is situated.

DOWN
I Furm
uniinnlt.

Lover.

23
■
26
27

3 Assistant.

Stadium.
Cotton cloth.
Inexpensive.
Climbing
vine.
Furry beast.
Hig shot.
Insect stage.
Safer.
Prunes.
Money in
Milan.
Glided.
Poor poelry.
Police

problem.
45 — avis.

48 Frozen
drink.
60 Muffin
makers.
52 Winglike.
53 Culloden
flighter.
54 Mixture.
55 Feature.
58 "Gil —."

57 Knglisli
essayist.
58 Tito
follower.
59 Narrative.
62 Old Knglisl.
coin.

footballers.
Shade Iree.
Cereal (train.
Mel
i»erformcr.
Shu-age
place.
Golf winner.
Surccss.
Lawmaker.
Mndagusrar
monkey.

t

Corrode*.
Inflexible.
Calcutta

the River Room,
Union.
Charles Kurfess, Speaker of
the Ohio House, will conduct a
question and answer period.
All students are Invited.

Kuril.
Close l>.\.
Report.
Muffin.
Wanner

U.A.O.
All students signed up for
Bahamas trip and students
interested will meet at 8 p.m.
Union.

opus.
Beilldcolis

slaters.

— lie
romhiil.
City of
India.
Musical
work.

SOCIOLOGY DEPT.

WHPEDEPT.
Will meet for square
Will hold a colloquium at 4
p.m. in the Pink Dogwood dancing at 8 p.m. in the United
Room, Union. Topic of the Christian Fellowship Center.
guest speaker, David Chilsen, Turkey Trotters dance group
Is "Status Evaluation Among of Napoleon will be guesta. All
University Faculty Mem- students and faculty are Invited to participate.
bers."
PI OMEGA PI
Will meet at 6 p.m. in the
Perry-Crohgan Room, Union.
A guest speaker will discuss
"What High School Students
Should Know About Money
and Banking."
ASSOCIATION of
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Will meet at 6:15
the Pink Dogwood
Union. Dr. Darrell
will
speak
on
education.

2 Sharpen.

p.m. in
Room,
Minifie
special

SIGMA PHI
Will meet at 6:30 p.m. in
the BG News editing room to
discuss chartering plans.

Most
ehecrless.
Surfeit.
Frigid.
Girl's name.

e Field Enterprises. Inc., 1871

Solution of Yestarday'a Pussle

CRYPTOGRAM — By Lois Jones

HUMAN
SEXUALITY SYMPOSIUM
Dr.
Ricardo
Glrona,
Education Dept., will speak on
"Human Sexual Response" in
the Main Lounge, Prout Hall
at 8:30 p.m.
Dr. Trevor Phillips will
discuss
"Psychological
Aspects Concerning Man,
Woman
and
SelfActualization," at 9 p.m. In the
East Lounge, Lowry Hall.

Tl S SAL

11(11111

TOTII

TOTH

TISAM

TASSAL

rinuM nnnu
Wi:iHI4

M.1IJHM

III'lHIM
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Miinnn HITINHI

Yesterday's cryptogram: Petal tic taints
funluslic fanatic.

WIZARD OF ID
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PSICH1
Will meet at 7 p.m. in Room
108,
Psychology
Bldg.
Psychology majors, minors
and other interested persons
are invited.
YOUNG REPUBLICANS

CL3SSIFIED

Will meet at 7:30 p.m. in

RIDES

><

z
PARAMOUNT PlCIUttS PWSMIS

AliMacGraw Ryan O'Neal

</>

t/>

Ride Ride Wsnted to Univ. ot
Wise. Madison, Feb. 1J.13.14
Call Sue 2-311!
Ui

4/1
Wt

3
\J

*V»

Will do typing-Phone 352-43*5

Need ride to Unsing. Mich
Feb. 12 Will Pay CaU Nash 3721M1

WANTED experienced
SALES GIRL to work parttune in PHI1JP MORTON
SHOP. CaU 353-I»J2 for appointment

NEEDED: 3 Riders to Fla.
over break Preferably to
Tampa Area-but will go to
East Coast If Necessary

FOR

Ride Needed to Ashland, Ohio
Feb. 12 CaU Connie 240*5
Need ride to Akron Thurs. 211. Leave Mon. 2-15 Will
Share Coals.
Jim 24*90
3 girls need ride to Cesnagn
Feb. 11 or It CaU 372-5433 or

irMta

A HOWARD 6. MINSKY - ARTHUR HILLER Production

John Marley & Ray Milland

ERTCH SEGAL ARTHUR HULER

HOWARD 6. MINSKY DAVID 60LDEN FRANCIS LAj_ I PARAMTWIWIK
|aw»B»qit»«imMuiiiiW««iiawcaal

FOR ALL
STAY-UP
LATERS —

SPECIAL
LATE OWL SHOW

"LOVE STORY'
IS A PHENOMENON!

There ha* been nothing like it in a
generation! And nothing like it* star.
Ali MacGraw, to remind the world of
the kind of start that used to glisten
in Hollywood! Her appeal—and that
of 10VE STORT-ia strong enough
to counter gravity!" -T.IT* Megs'""

SAT. FEB. 13 AT 12 MIDNITEI
Valentine it 'Love Time' - Bring One You Love
And See "Love Story" Monday, Feb. 15 - Matinee Showing

Will sew almost anything
Prices start Si.so Knit and
Crochet, or Lessons. Debbie 1•370

Ride Available to BOYNF.
Mich. Leaving Sat. Morning
Tom 352-0*06

Ride Available to NE N.J.
Leave 1 00 am Thurs. CaU
Bob 3544*21

The Year's

*1Bestseller

term papers, etc. 354-7733

LOST

OR

RENT

SPECIAL TONIGHT! Veal
Parmlglano SI 25-5pm to 7pm
only-Pettt's Puna Pub. Open
Mon-Sst. at 5:00.
BEYOND THE ORDINARY
Custom Engagement Rings by
PHILIP MORTON Contemporary Jeweler, 112 W.
Wooster
MUST SELL: Smith Corona
Port. typewnter-JJS. 353-74*3
Double barrel bar * stools
Black Leather CaU 363-111*
after
4:1*

FOUND

LOST: Man's Black Wallet
REWARD CaU Mike
LOST: 1 par of glasses, round
with black plastic rims. In a
black case with name Inside.
Call Sandy 343*5
BUSINESS
PORT-UNITIES

SALE

O P -

Ambitious girls need money
Clean. Type, Babysit French
Tutor 240JS
Coeds part-time tales. Salary
plus commission
Approximately 12 hrs. per week.
See Mr. Dehn Thurs.. Feb. 11
at 11 am 41 pm. Holiday Inn,
Bowling
Green
Experienced typist theses,

For Seat: WurUtser Electric
Pianc-tl75-3S24*57
0 tr. car tape player and • tr
home tape player. Together
SO000
Call
353-4*02
■OS Plymouth com. Best Offer
over 1475.
Ph. 454-5*21
Bloomdale
t TRACK TAPES MADE from
your
records. Excellent
recordings 311 Darrow, 140s*
For Sale: tt Plymouth 4 doer
sdn. VI, auto. Runs nice CaU
alter
1:00
3524377
3 yr -old RCA 23 ' bam TV (30
or best offer. 352-770*
Brsnd new 1*71 Cral* (-track
tape player (05 CaU 3*44*11

Girl rooms te needed tor
March first.
Call 3544**3
Between 3 and 11
1 t. r-mate needed apr. qtr.
Call
372-17S5
alter
7
Ctrl needed (or apt spr. andor summer 352-7124 after S
1 female roommate needed (or
4-gtrlapt. Convenient locstlon
CaU 3*3-1711.
House to Sublease summer: 1
bat from campus; Jim 2-34M
1 girl to replace 1 In 4 gsrl apt
Balance of lease al ISO per mo.
Call 3534055 from t sm-4 30
pm. Mon -Fri for appt. to
akwa

31S Thurstin Msnor CaU 3525435 or 352-7MI from 4-7
PERSONALS
Congratulations new Alpha
Delta Pi actives. From the 4
super pledges
Congratulations to Denny and
Jackie on your recent
Engagement...The Sig Ep
Pledgee

M.A.B. FinaUy! Congrats en
your ADPi activation-Love
always,
J.M H

La* Adjustment mads difficult by sexual preference''
Non-Judgemental.
confidential support available
CaU 352-PLUS far Informs uon

Female rao
ate
Spring Quarter.

ededfor
353-74*0

MARK STOUT Is a TOAD!
your
secret
lover

Newly built 2 bedroom
apartments near university
Year lease starting June 15
Completely furnlehed tar 4
students st HO per student
Phone 3*3-73*1

Would the fab- young nymph
who studies In the library and
rips off BatS about 4*0 ea
Sundsy afternoons Please call
352*403, Peace, Jim

Wlnthrop Terrace now taking
reservations for summer
rental 1 * 1 bedroom Apartments raiiawhod
Air conditioning 4 pool 3*1*135
Wanted- fm roommate to
share apt (tt-mo. CaU 3521417
Gait aatdtd to there apt
near campus spring, summer
faU quarters. Under (**mo.
CsU 3534*5 after 5 pm

Do yea have complaints.
Bravos lor the BG News? TaU
them to Editor Jan Smith
Wednesday Night st T SB
Seminar '71. It's the tab o(
WFAL4M
Connie. Super-glad lor your
Activation!! Leve, Dave
Tony Rucci -Happiness la
being a Delt Li'l Sit. And I'm
even happier now that you're
my Big Brother. Year UI
Debbi
CongretulaUons
to
the
Walters and to John a Jan on
year plniangs The SI* Ep
Hedges
FOUND:

Available Immediately apt

Jo. Well, Congrats on your
Delta Isvslierlng.
1 am
leeloue-Your ex-man
Want help' CaU I-MOl
Counseling Center,
310
Student Services

Rob: Thanks for being the
greatest bag brother anyone
could ask for. Your Little sis.
Diane

Needed by 2 females apt (or
Spring
Qtr.
1-17*7

Big brother Pst-You've mads
me so very happy. Leve. your
UlSaUy

Congrats Bob A Jo on your
Delta and Gsmms Phi
Levsliering.-me

URGENT Apt lor 1 or 2 needed
for sprint qtr. Phone 3714740

Apt to sub-lease for spring
qtr-Wlnthrop S CaU 353*251

We thank the Delt Kitchen
Crew for our special candle
light dinner Thursday. Love,
your Uttlea

Black rimmed

REWARD! II
(M for Information leading to
the arrest of anyone stealing
or attempting to steal Plssa's
from the cars of the Falcon,
Pagnai's or Ptaansus'l
It's not too late for Mortar
Board recomrnendauona and
information sheets to be
returned.
Waal complete
and return such forms to
Mortar Board. 440 Student
Pine. Roller Rink, 330 S Main
opea Friday, Saturday
lltaasgo 7:3*10:30: Saturday
and Sunday matinee 1-4 pel
Sundsy evenings 74) pm
Special Group Ratal Ph 352•021
Want Pea-Pals
Contact Maneae 1
MM

abroad"

Alpha CM't-b U seep yet-PM
Tea's
Mu's-Thana for Sa wild tune
(segsiaOgeJlens. Next time
lets a-y far 5. The Buna

* ,
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Troop withdrawal up to Egypt

Israel offers to clear Suez
Israel
expressed
■
Mrs. Meir, making an
willingness yesterday to help official reply to the proposal of
Egypt clear the Sues Canal, Egyptian President Anwar
blocked by sunken vessels Sadat to open the canal if
since the 1967 Middle East Israeli troops withdrew, said:
war.
"It seems to me peculiar to
But Premier Golds Meir propose a withdrawal . . .
said in Jerusalem any Israeli outside the frame work of
withdrawal of troops from the agreed arrangements for a
east bank of the canal would total end to the war."
be incumbent on peace with
The premier told the
Egypt.
Knesset, Israel's Parliament,

that the Sadat proposal
"simply Isn't clear" and
needed considerable
clarification.
Earlier a spokesmanfor the
Egyptian government said
any Israeli requests for
clarification of Sadat's
demand for "partial withdrawal" of troops would be a
delaying tactic.
Mrs. Meir said that Sadat's

Berrigan pleads innocent
to kidnap, bomb charges

Aitot iot»d Pr««l W,..photo

THIS SIGN, erected by two U.S. soldiers, forbids Americans from
crossing the border into Laos from South Vietnam. The border is 200
meters beyond the sign.

Belfast turmoil continues,
land mine explosion kills 5
BELFAST,
Northern
Ireland (API - Five men were
killed on a mountain trail near
the Irish republic border
yesterday by the explosion of
a land mine which police said
Irish republicans had planted.
The
victims-two
technicians for the British
Broadcasting Corp. and three
construction workers-were
driving to the top of Brougher
Mountain to check a BBC TVradio transmitter damaged by
an explosion last month.
In Belfast, Protestants
interrupted _,Sje funeral
procession of Barney Watts, a
Catholic victim of rioting last
weekend.
A Construction crane was
pushed across the road as the

cortege passed a Protestant
neighborhood, and a youth
from a Protestant crowd
snatched the Irish republic
flag from the coffin.
British troops and police
moved in to keep the
Protestants and Catholics
apart.
Watts, 28. had been shot by
a soldier. Police identified
him as a member of the
militant "provisional" wing of
the
underground
Irish
Republican Army (IRA).
A funeral of a second IRA
member killed in the fighting
was' scheduled later in the
day.
The land mine explosion in
a remote area near Enniskillen, in the southwestern

Although water stinks,
it's still safe for drinks
Your Up water may look
like ammonia and taste worse,
but it is safe to drink.
The coaaition of the water
is caused by the recent long
period of freezing temperatures which was followed
by a thaw, said George
Swanger, superintendent of
' the Bowling Green water
treatment plant.
Swanger said there was a
rapid run-off of water from
ditches and streams all over
the Maumee River basin,
carrying lots of fine silt and
topsoil into the river.
The slit contained both
decayed organic matter and
industrial waste. The particles are so small they do not
settle out of the water,
Swanger said.
The water is filtered
through fine sand at the end of
the treatment process, but the
present temperatures make it
difficult for waste particles
to coagulate so they can be
filtered out, he explained,
i
Swanger said the water
therefore has been more
heavily chlorinated than
usual, and all the bacteria

Prof psblisiss
baroqM st.dy
for Freicb ssrits
A book containing a study
of baroque satirical style has
been published by Dr. Janis L.
Pallistor of the University's
romance language department.
The book, entitled 'The
World View of Beroalde de
Verville," was published in
Paris this month by the
I jbrairie Philosophique Vrin.
The work has been selected
by a group of professors from
the
Centre
d'Etudes
Superieures de la Renaissance
(the center for advanced
study of the Renaissance) at
• Tours, France, to appear in a
series of works on Petrarch
and Descartes.

have been killed.
He added that the water is
starting to clear up in
Waterville, 0., where the
plant is located, and should
clear up in Bowling Green in
two or three days.
The Maumee River contains high amounts of ammonia, phosphates and phenol
all winter from sewage
treatment plants and industrial wastes, Swanger said.
He predicted that if the
weather conditions were
right; the same problem could
occur again this winter, but it
probably wouldn't be as bad
as it is now.
The first run-off of water
flushes most of the organic
waste from the Maumee
basin, he explained.

part of Northern Ireland,
brought to 11 the number
killed since simmering
Catholic-Protestant feuds
erupted a week ago in a new
phase.
Security officials blame the
current outbreak on an intensified IRA guerrilla
campaign to join the largely
Protestant province with the
Catholic republic to the south
to end SO years of Irish'
partition.
The blast was near TriUick,
about 15 miles from Omagh,
where the Duke-of Kent,
cousin of Queen Elizabeth II
commands an armored
squadron.
Authorities said the mine
had probably been intended
for army or police patrols.
But they said it appeared to
nave no direct connection with
the presence of the 35-year-old
duke, who as a symbol of
British rule has been mentioned as a possible IRA
target.

HARRISBURG, Pa. (AP) "Not guilty," pleaded the Rev.
Philip Berrigan, imprisoned
antiwar
priest,
when
arraigned on charges he
plotted to kidnap President
Nixon's foreign affairs adviser, Henry A. Kissinger, and
bomb heating tunnels between
government buildings in
Washington.
"Positively innocent," said
the Rev. Joseph Wenderoth,
35, Baltimore. Md., another of
the six Indicted in the alleged
conspiracy.
One by one, each stood in
VS. District Court Monday
before Judge R. Dlxon Herman, and each separately
said, "I plead not guilty."
Inside the guarded ninth
floor courtroom, where admission was by a special pass
and the JO seats were filled
mostly by newsmen and
lawyers, that was about all the
defendants said. It was aquick
and simple procedure.
The judge gave prosecution
and defense 60 days to file
motions before he fixes a trial
date.
Besides Father Berrigan,
serving a term in federal
prison at Danbury, Conn., for
destroying draft records, and
Father Wenderoth, the others
were:
Dr. Eqbal Ahmad, 40, a
Pakistani student at the
University of Chicago's Adlai
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Thanks For My
B Day Present.
ITS
TERRIFIC

Mrs. C

when the
decision
. must,
be made
M M* 1 *

MOM

What you should know about diamonds
when you know it'* (or keeps
Your choice of a company lo invest yourself in must
be made carefully. And after all that care, your decision must feel right, too.
Before you get to the "decide now!" phase, be sure
to take a careful look at Ashland Oil, Inc. It rnajilj.lp
you make the right decision.

Come Early

"ONE OF THE YEAR'S 10 BEST"
-KM

WHO ARE WEf - Ashland Oil, Inc. is a 44-yA-old,
rapidly growing, petroleum company (sales 9 over
one billion dollars) with major diversification into
chemicals, plastics, synthetics and many other tndus-.
trial and commercial fields. Consumer productline's
range from tires lo fiberglass pleasure boats.
Although it's important to
know the (acts about diamonds,
you certainly don't have to be an
expert to choose a Keepsake Diamond Ring . . . because Keepsake
guarantees a diamond of fine white
color, correct cut and perfect clarity or replacement assured. The famous Keepsake certificate provides
permanent registration, trade-in
value and protection against lota
of diamonds from the jetting.

COLOR: Fine white diamonds are
a rare and valued accordingly.
shades in relative order of
their worth are: blue, yellow.
brown and black.

Bowling Green, Ohio

-Andrew Swrii. Vlllaf* VoK* -Ropr Grampun. N.Y, Timw

And that's what we're asking you to do. look us over.

You'vr dreamed about your
diamond eniuemcm ting i thousand times. But now that you
know it's for keeps, it's dine to
«top dreaming and start learning
about diamonds and their value.
Because no two diamonds
are exactly alike, Jewelert have
adopted exacting standards to determine the relative value of each
and every diamond In the world.
These standards include a diamond's sire (carat weight), color,
cut and clarity.

STAfrfVM

Rnd. Holiday M*(

TRiSTA/yA
is

SUPERB!
A MJIRVELOUSLY COMPLEX
AND FUNNY MOVIE.
IT IS NOTHING LESS
THAN TIM QUINTESSENTIAL
BUMUIL FILM OP ALL TIME!"

CUT: The cut of a diamond—the
facets placed on it by a trained
cutter—brings out the gem's fire
and brilliance. Anything leas than
correct cut reduces beauty, brilliance and value.
CLARITY: Determined by the absence of small impurities. A perfect diamond has no impurities
when examined under ten power
magnification by a trained eye.

Your Keepsake Jeweler has
a complete selection of new styles.
He's In the Yellow Pages under
"Jewelers." Or. dial free day or
night long distance 900-243 oOOO.
In Connecticut, call 800-Mt-0655.

CARAT: A diamond's site Is
measured In carats. As a diamond
increases in star, its price will
increase even more if the quality
remains constant. But larger diamonds of inferior quality may actually be worth leas than smaller,
perfect diamonds.
HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Send new 20 pg. booklet, "Planning Your Engagement and Wedding"
plus full color folder and 44 pg. Bride's Book gift offer all for only tSf.

—Vincent Canby. N. Y. Times
KEEPSAKE, BOXM, SYRACUSE, NEW YORK Htll

B,

We love you

To the Brothers of

Contact: Bill Achbach 352-6155
or Dove Common 372-3362

Features - 5:30. 7:30. 9:30

another 30 days to March 7.
He demanded a partial
withdraws of Israeli troops
from the canal by that date
and said if this was done,
Egypt would begin clearing
the canal and ready it for
international traffic.
Israeli leaders have noted
that Sadat did not include
Israeli shipping in his offer,
nor did he spell out what he
meant by partial withdrawal.
The premier said Israel is
not ignoring the subject of
withdrawal to "agreed and
defensible boundaries," but
this could be bi ought about
"only in the framework of
peace agreements that put an
end to the war."
Mrs. Meir criticised the
Egyptian regime's decision for
a limited extension of the
cease-fire.

j*ivc

Starts Tonight

TMIM

nor bombers, nor kidnapers.
In principle and in fact we
have rejected all acts such as
those of which we have been
accused."
The statement, also signed
by seven other persons named
as co-conspirators in the indictment but not made
defendants, declared the
government was carrying on
an illegal war and an illegal
draft and "it la the officials of
the U.S. government who
should be on trial."

APPLICATIONS
NOW BEING ACCEPTED

3 Shows - Wed Thurs., Fri Feb. 10,11,12
Box Office open 5 P.M.

-VinctM Canty. N.Y.

Stevenson Institute of International Affairs; Sister
Elizabeth McAlister, 31,
Upper Monte lair, N.J., now on
leave as a professor of art
history
at Marymount
College, Tarrytown, N.Y.;
The Rev. Neil McLaughlin, 30,
Baltimore, and Anthony
Scoblick, 30, Baltimore, a
former Joaephite priest who
married an ex-nun.
Outside the courtroom,
the> said inthejoint statement,
"We are neither conspirators,

speech,
rather
than
representing a willingness to
reach peace, "aims for
achieving strategic advantage
over Israeli forces without
substantial progress toward
peace."
She repeated the standing
Jerusalem condition that
future traffic through the 103mlle-long waterway would
have to include Israeli ships, a
demand rejected by the
Egyptians since 1940.
"I want to clarify in no
uncertain terms that Israel is
ready with all its heart to give
Its hand to opening the canal
to free international shipping
of all nations, Including
Israel," Mrs. Meir said.
Sadat, In a speech last
Thursday, extended the
Middle East cease-fire

in Eastman Color

**«, from 1100 to UO.000 Tracts Mark Rot. A. H. >**d C*.

WHAT DO WE OFFER?-An uncommon variety of
growth-oriented opportunities in major professional
areas, an outstanding advancement policy based on
individual ability, a diverse array of affiliated companies and separately operated divisions in every
part of the country and global operations ranging
from Lake Maracaibo to Bombay and Sydney, and
more, much more.
WHAT TYPE OF PROFESSIONALS ARE WE SEEKING?
-ENGINEERS (CHEMICAL ENGINEERS for process related positions, MECHANICAL & CIVIL ENGINEERS
for positions in our pipeline organization) SALES
PERSONNEL, ACCOUNTANTS for positions in our
Auditing Department, DATA PROCESSING SPECIALISTS and graduates in other professional fields.
Before you make your big decision, give Ashland an
opportunity to tell you more about itself and its
goals. Make an appointment with the placement
center.
INTERVIEWING ON CAMPUS
Thursday, February 11, 1971
For interview appointment contact the Placement
Office now! If unable to arrange an interview, write
for free brochure.

Ashland

Mr. )im Sampsel, Dept.
Manager, Professional Recruiting

ASHLAND OIL, INC.
1409 Winchester Avenue
Ashland, Ky. 41101

An Eaiol OopO'i„nit, Employ*'

Holiday Special Metiitt Mtiisy, Fat. 15 it 2 PM
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Boids bit da bwicks...again
By Harold Brown
Jerry Zielinski and Cleveland
Sport* Editor
Ivey and held a 48-33 half time
A late Falcon rally fell lead.
Both Zelenski and Ivey had
short Monday night as the
cagers dropped their seventh 13 points at Intermission. Rich
game In a row. this time to Walker and Dallynn Badenhop
had ten each for the Falcons.
Northern IUnois, 84-78.
Both teams were hot from
The Falcons record is now
4-13 and the loss ties the the free throw line in the first
record for the most con- half, making all of their shots.
secutive losses by a Falcon The Huskies were 10 for 10 and
basketball team, set during the Falcons 5 for S.
Early in the second half the
the 1966-67 season.
BG fell behind early in the Huskies extended their lead to
game and after four minutes 22 points, 58-36, before the
trailed 1M.
Northern in- Falcons started to close the
creased its lead to as much as gap.
Falcons center Jim ConIS points before the Falcons
cut the gap to eight with 4:44 nally finally found the range
and was largely responsible
left in the first half.
The Huskies were led in the for the Birds comeback as he
first half by the shooting of scored 14 of his 15 points in the

last 11 minutes of the game.
The Falcons narrowed the
deficit to nine points, 76-63, on
Connally's first field goal and
then scored the last six points
of the game to make it close.
This was the third loss in
a row against the Huskies for
the Falcons. Last season the
Falcons dropped a 90-84
decision in Anderson Arena.

after missing a week with a
respiratory ailment.
He
scored 18 points even though
he only played about 10
minutes of the first half.
The Falcons had only IS
turnovers for the game to
Northern's 20, one of the few
times this season the Falcons
have not "won" that
statistical category.

Ivey and Zelinski finished
with 24 points each. Last year
they scored a combined total
of 58 points against the
Falcons.
Walker paced the BG attack scoring 21 points and
playing a solid game.
Badenhop appears to be on the
way to being himself again

"This is the best game
we've played during the losing
streak," said assistant coach
Pat Haley, citing the second
half rally of the Falcons as an
example of the Falcons play.
Guard Al RUM injured his
left forearm and missed most
of the game. It is not known
how long he will be sidelined.

PHIL VILLAPIANO became an Oakland
Raider when he signed the dotted line on the
contract presented him by Roy Schleicher, the
Oakland representative on Phil's right, and
also witnessed by Don Nehlen the Falcons

head football coach. The second round draft
choice of the AFC's Western division champs
and former defensive end for Bowling Green,
Phil signed a two year "no cut" contract for a
"healthy sum."

Paige in Hall of Fame

N.-iohoto by L.O. FulUrton

"AWRIGHT PAT...I've got 13 peas in on*
hand, so how many do I have in the other
one?" Bob Conibear quizzes his assistant

Valentine Day Special
Sweetheart Carnations
$5 doz.
Roses by the doten.
Sp«ciol lor houtvmothan- Valtmtin* planter..
Floral Airangonwnts AIOUUI, pott.d Mumi
T.leFlofo Phono Sorvlc*
Fra« Local Delivery

KLOTZ
Flower Farm
Napoleon Rd.
3533911

Pat Haley. "I'm thinkin', coach, I'm
thinkin'" he says
"four?" "Aywhatsamattawityou, huh?" replies Bob. "Don't
ya know how to play this game? That was
last week, now I've got five."

Baseball clinic set
Saturday, March 13, Clinic
day should be implanted in the
mind of the coaches and
players of Northwest Ohio.
This year's clinic should offer
many informative techniques
and demonstrations as
illustrated by people from all
levels of coaching. Former
Phillie pitcher Bob Miller,
now head coach at the
University of Detroit, will lead
off the clinic with a discussion

NEW YORK (AP) - Satchel
Paige, the ageless pitching
marvel whose exploits have
made him part of American
baseball folklore, doggedly
maintained yesterday, "I
don't feel segreated" after
his election to the Hall of
Fame in a special category
honoring Negro League stars.
"I heard they had a place
for me," Paige said slowly
and distinctly, "Every year I
played. I said that was my
best year. I know this Is my
best year."
The question of Paige's
feelings in response to his
designation as the first black
player to be honored in this
manner-criticized by some for
separating blacks and whitesvirtually
dwarfed
the

on pitching techniques. The
day will continue with
demonstrations and talks by
Woody Curbs of Flndlay, HS;
Women's
physical
Bob Uvengood head trainer education instructor Sally
BGSU; coach Dick Groch, St Parent announces that all
Clair Community College; girls Interested in parDave Ripke of Pettisville ticipating in this year's
High; and Dr. Terry Parsons, women's track team should
formerly coach at Otterbein, report to an organizational
and Mt. Union Colleges, and meeting at 100 Women's
now assistant baseball coach Building, Thursday, Feb. 11 at
6:30 p.m.
at
BGSU.

Chix track

Its not toe lot* for
Mortar loard R«coM«iMtiois
aid liforaatioi stats
to be r.t.n.d.
Please complete and return such forms
to Mortai Board
440 Student Services, Now!!

proceedings presided over by fact that Paige will be fully
accepted as a Hall of Famer.
Commissioner Bowie Kuh.
"Technically he's not in the
But, despite persistent
prodding
by
media Hall of Fame," the comrepresentatives, Paige never missioner acknowledged.
once uttered a word cirticizing "But realistically the Hall of
his selection by the method Fame Is a state of mind-and I
think the fans feel that way."
announced only last week.
Paige is not eligiible for
And Kuhn underscored the

Mmm! Miami-MSU in 75
The Purdue game in 1973
OXFORD, O.-In the next
10 years Miami University's will mark the return of Big 10
football teams will by playing competition on Miami's
14 games with Michigan State, schudule. The Redskins' last
Purdue, Indiana, South game against a Big 10 foe was
Carolina, Kentucky and a 20-10 victory over Indiana in
Syracuse
according
to 1966.
Against Big 10 opposition,
Athletic Director Richard G.
the Redskins have won only
Shrider.
"We feel very strongly that five of 24 encounters.
our young men should have However, Miami has won
the opportunity to compete three of the last five games
against the finest athletic over Purdue, Northwestern
teams in the country. Our
future football schedules are
the most attractive and yet the
most difficult we have ever
encountered, stated Shrider.
Miami has four consecutive games with Purdue
at Lafayette, Ind., starting in
By Jim Allmon
1973 through 1976. A fifth
Sports Writer
game is scheduled in 1980.
After losing two contests
South Carolina will host the
Redskins in Columbia, S.C., In last weekend, the BG swim
team probably has a pretty
1972, 1973 and 1*77.
The Redskin* will meet good idea of how a drowning
Michigan State at East man feels. Eastern Michigan
Lansing, Mich., in 197S and dunked the tankers 75-38 and
1979. Miami also has two Western Michigan dropped
games with Kentucky in the swimmers 70-43.
Friday evening the highly
Lexington, Ky„ in 1974 and
touted Eastern Michigan
1979.
Single games have been squad dominated the meet,
scheduled against Indiana at they allowed the Falcons to
Bloomington, Ind., in 1977 and win only three of the 12 events.
Individual winners were
against Syracuse at Syracuse,
co-captain Wayne Rose in the
N.Y., in 1980.
200 yd. backstroke and Roy
Wright in the 200 yd.
breaststroke. The 400 yd.
freestyle relay team consisting of Dave Thomas, Dick
Ball, Rick Carveth and Tom
Wolff also took first place

in EMU,WMU waters

Alpha Sigma Phi

wish to congratulate..

Pbul & Debbie
Tom & Keren
Bruce & Peggy

Pinned
Pinned
Engaged
Pinned
Pinned
Laval iered
Engaged
Engaged
Lavaliered
Engaged
Pinned
Pinned

and Indiana.
Miami's
scoreboard against the Big 10
reads as follows: Indiana, 2-71; Purdue, 1-5; Northwestern,
2-1; Ohio State, 0-2; Illinois, 02 and Michigan, 0-1.
Kentucky holds an edge of
2-4-1 over Miami, with the last
game coming back in 1920.
Miami will be meeting
Michigan
State,
South
Carolina and Syracuse for the
first time.

Swimmers sink twice

The Brothers of

Kevin & Donna
Jeff & Pat
Dave & Pom
Jack & Debbie
Arnie & Patty
Tom & Sue
Jim & Wendy
Gary & Cindy
Tom & Anne

selection to the Hall of Fame
as a major leaguer since he
does
not
fulfill
the
requirement of having played
10 years in the majors—a
requirement which none of the
old stars of the Negro Leagues
can meet.

honors.
Although the score doesn't
show it, Saturday's contest
against Western Michigan
was a close battle. Many of
the events were lost by
fraction of a second.
"The closeness of the times
made it even harder to accept
the loss from Western
Michigan," said Coach Tom
Stubbs.
The total time for the entire
meet showed only a difference
of five seconds between the
two squads.
Individual
winners were Tom Walter In
the three meter diving event
and Dave Thomas in the 500
yd. freestyle.
Preparing already for this
Saturday afternoon's home
meet against Kent, Coach
Stubb's swimmers will take a
5-5 record into the contest.

ROBERTA FLACK
In Concert
University Union Ballroom
Feb. 10, 1971 Wednesday 8:00pm
TICKETS
S2.50 in advance S3.00 at the door
Tickets on sale at the union ticket
office and at the door on the night of
performance

A Week

Of Black
Culture"

